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We characterize continuous linear endomorphisms which commute with a fixed
Carlitz difference operator on the space of continuous Fq -linear functions defined
over the completion of Fq[T] in terms of a bounded sequence, which is closely
related to hyper-differential operators. This leads us to establish that such an
endomorphism has a unique expansion with respect to the Carlitz difference
operators and then the solution space of difference equations is explicitly
described.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let K=Fq((T )) be the field of formal power series over a finite field Fq
of q elements with a complete discrete valuation ring O=Fq[[T]]. The
absolute value | } | on O is normalized such that |T |=q&1. The space of all
continuous Fq -linear functions f from O to K is denoted E :=LC(O, K),
topologized by the sup norm & f &=maxt # O[ | f (t)|]. It is known that E is
a K-Banach space with the norm satisfying the ultra-metric inequality
([S]):
For f, g # E, & f + g&max[& f &, &g&].
In this context, we are interested in continuous K-linear endomorphisms
of the Banach space E. For example, continuous linear endomorphisms of
E one can first think of are the Carlitz difference operators 2(n), n0 [C]
being defined recursively by
(2(n)f )(x)=2(n&1)f (Tx)&T qn&1 2(n&1)f (x), n1; 20=id. (1)
Recall that Q is a K-linear endomorphism of E if Q( f +g)=Q( f )+Q(g),
Q(:f )=:Q( f ) for f, g # E and : # K. Throughout the paper, the focus will
be on continuous linear endomorphisms of E commuting with 2 :=2(1),
which we will denote by EndK (E; 2).
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A necessary and sufficient condition for linear endomorphisms Q of E to
be continuous is that for any f # E, &Q f &M & f & for some constant
M0. In general as it is not easy to check this condition we may need to find
an easy criterion to determine whether or not given linear endomorphisms
are continuous.
The aim of the paper is to show that unlike the Carlitz Fq -linear polyno-
mials, Hasse basis of E lays foundation on characterization of continuous
linear endomorphisms of E commuting with 2. This also leads us to estab-
lish that such an endomorphism of E has a unique expansion with respect
to the Carlitz difference operators 2(n), n0 and then the solution space of
difference equations associated with polynomials in 2 is explicitly
described.
To this end, the paper is here organized as follows. We recall two unique
expansions of continuous Fq -linear functions defined over O with respect to
CarlitzWagner basis and Hasse derivations, namely hyper-differential
operators, [H (n), n0] respectively in Section 2.
In Section 3, we will characterize continuous linear endomorphisms of E
commuing with 2 such as Carlitz’s in terms of a bounded sequence. This
sequence is closely related to Hasse derivations. From this we see that
EndK (E; 2) is the ring of formal power series over K with bounded coef-
ficients. We find that the norm of endomorphisms in EndK (E; 2) is given
by the coefficients of the 2-expansion. In particular, 2(n), n0 have norm 1.
In Section 4, it is shown that any endomorphism in EndK (E; 2) has a
unique representation with respect to Carlitz difference operators 2(n),
n0. The coefficients are uniquely determined by the closed formula,
which is related to CarlitzWagner basis of E.
Section 5 is concerned with the solution set of difference equations over
K corresponding to a non-constant polynomial P in K[X]. The solution to
a difference equation is described as a linear manifold of dimension r(P),
which is the cardinality of roots of the polynomial P in the interior of the
unit ball. We show from this that the basis of the kernel of 2(n), n0 is
explicitly obtained.
Finally in Section 6, Theorem A will also be used to prove the expansion
of continuous Fq -linear functions on O in terms of a sequence of
continuous Fq -linear functions of order n0. In fact it generalizes
Theorem 2 in Section 2.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Recall the Banach space E of all continuous Fq -linear functions f
from O=Fq[[T]] to K=Fq((T )), equipped with the sup norm & f &=
maxt # O[ | f (t)|]. Let
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en(x)= ‘
deg m<n
m # Fq [T]
(x&m), n1; e0(x)=x,
Dn=[n][n&1]q } } } [1]q
n&1
; Ln=[n][n&1] } } } [1](n1);
D0=L0=1,
where [n]=T qn&T. It is well-known [C], [G1] that
en(x)= :
n
i=0
(&1)n&i
Dn
Di Lq
i
n&i
xqi.
We see that en(x) is an Fq -linear polynomial of degree qn with coefficients
in Fq[T]. For a CarlitzWagner basis we put fn(x) :=en(x)Dn for each
n0. Then Wagner [W] established an analogue of Mahler’s expansion
for continuous Fq-linear operators defined over O in the following.
Theorem 1. The set of Carlitz polynomials [ fn(x), n0] is an
orthonormal basis for LC(O, K). Moreover, every continuous Fq -linear
function f can be uniquely expanded as f =n=0 an fn(x) with an  0, where
the coefficients an are determined by the Carlitz difference operators given
by (1):
an=(2(n)f )(1).
Another representation of continuous Fq -linear functions on O is
obtained with respect to the set of Hasse derivations H (n), n0 defined by
H (n) \: a i T i+=: \ in+ aiT i&n.
It turns out [V] that Hasse derivations are continuous Fq-linear functions
on O. For a detailed study on Hasse derivations, see [Hs]. As a result
analogous to Wagner’s, B. Snyder [Sn] and the present author [J]
independently established the following.
Theorem 2. The set of hyper-differential operators, [H (n), n0] is an
orthonormal basis for LC(O, K). Moreover, every continuous Fq -linear func-
tion f can be uniquely expanded as f =n=0 bn H
(n) with bn  0, where the
coefficients bn are determined by iterating the difference operator 2:
bn=(2nf )(1)= :
n
i=0
(&1) i \ni+ T if (Tn&i).
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Note that 2(n){2n. From Theorem 2 it follows immediately that the
K-linear span of H (n), n0, denoted SpanK[H (n), n0], is dense in the
Banach space E=LC(O, K). It is now necessary to introduce the order of
a continuous Fq -linear function, which corresponds to the degree of a
polynomial.
Definition 1. We say that a function f # LC(O, K) has order n if n is
the maximal index for which bn{0 in the representation of f given in
Theorem 2.
We see that the order of a function f # LC(O, K) can run over 0 to .
Examples of continuous Fq -linear functions of order  are xq
n
, n0 as
Voloch [V] has shown that xqn=i=0 [n]
i H (i)(x). In what follows, the
order of f # LC(O, K) will be denoted ord( f ).
Before we move on to the next section, we finish this one by showing
that the left-translation operators defined by
({: f )(x)= f (:x) for any : # O (2)
are continuous linear endomorphisms of LC(O, K), so that {: belong to
EndK (E; 2) since {: commute with 2.
Proposition 1. For any : # O, {: given by (2) is a continuous linear
endomorphism of LC(O, K).
Proof. It is clearly easy to check that {: is linear. In order to show that
{: is continuous, it is enough to see that &{: f && f & for any f # LC(O, K).
We write {: f =n=0 an fn(x) in terms of Wagner’s expansion. Then
an=2(n){: f (1)=2(n)f (:) are given. Taking the absolute value yields
|an |= |2(n)f (:)|&2(n)f && f &,
where the last inequality comes from [J]. Thus &{: f &=maxn0[ |an |]
& f &. K
3. CONTINUOUS LINEAR ENDOMORPHISMS
Recall E=LC(O, K) is the K-Banach space of continuous Fq -linear
operators from O to K, topologized by the sup-norm. It is important to
characterize continuous linear endomorphisms Q of E which commute with
2 in terms of a bounded sequence. Since hyper-differential operators, H (n)
are an orthonormal basis of LC(O, K), it is natural to look at QH (n) for
such a endomorphism Q. Now we put hn=(QH (n))(1) for each n0. Thus
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the characterization for linear endomorphisms Q commuting with 2 to be
continuous is formulated in terms of hn as follows.
Theorem A. A linear endomorphism Q of E commuting with 2 is
continuous if and only if there is a bounded sequence (hn) for which
Q=n=0 hn 2
n.
As we may expect, this is fundamentally an easy criterion to characterize
continuous linear endomorphisms by calculating the sequence hn . For
example, it is really easy to check from this criterion that the Carlitz
difference operators 2(n), n0 are continuous (see [J] also). The proof of
Theorem A is patterned on van Hamme’s arguments [H] because we
realized that Hasse basis of LC(O, K) plays the same role as the binomial
basis for continuous functions on the p-adic integers does. The difference
from Hamme’s arguments is to use the order of continuous Fq -linear
functions, instead of employing the degree of polynomials.
Proof of Necessity in Theorem A. This direction is rather easy. Let hn
be a bounded sequence in K for which Q=i=0 hi 2
i and f be a
continuous Fq -linear function on O. We see
(Q f )(x)= :

i=0
hi (2if )(x). (3)
Then we need to check that Q is a continuous linear endomorphism com-
muting with 2. To see this, since limn   2nf =0 uniformly, the right hand
side of (3) converges uniformly, so the resulting function is continuous,
hence it is well-defined. Clearly Q is linear and commutes with 2. That Q
is continuous follows from &Q f &maxn0[ |hn |] } & f &. Finally one can
confirm that hn are reasonably well-chosen in the equation (3) by substituting
H (n) for f.
Sufficiency of Theorem A. To show this direction, we will first go
through a couple of lemmas and use them to construct a bounded sequence
hn for which (3) holds for every continuous linear endomorphism Q of E
which commutes with 2.
Lemma 1. If f : O  K is a continuous Fq -linear function and if 2n+1f
=0, then ord( f )n.
Proof. From Theorem 2 we write f =m=0 bmH
(m). We then
compute 0=2n+1f =m=0 bm 2
n+1H (m)=m=0 bmH
(m&n&1)=m=n+1
bmH (m&n&1), so bm=0 for all mn+1, which completes the proof. K
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Lemma 2. Let f : O  K be a continuous Fq -linear function of order n and
Q be an endomorphism in EndK (E; 2). Then ord(Q f )n.
Proof. Since ord( f )=n, we get 2n+1f =0, so 2n+1Q f =Q 2n+1f =0.
It follows from Lemma 1 that ord(Q f )n. K
From Lemma 2 we see that Q does not increase the order of any con-
tinuous Fq -linear function on O. We now show that Q lowers the order of all
functions in E which are not in the kernel of Q, denoted Ker(Q), by the same
amount in the following. For simplicity, we denote SpanK[H (n), n0] by 1.
Lemma 3. For given Q # EndK (E; 2), the integer ord( f )&ord(Q f ) is
the same for all f # 1 but not in Ker(Q).
Proof. Let’s look at Ker(Q). Let f # E be a function of order n. Suppose
f is in the kernel of Q. Then Q2f =2Q f =0, so we see that 2f also belongs
to Ker(Q) and it has order n&1. In the same way, we can also see that
22f, 23f, ... belong to Ker(Q). Using the linearity of Q, we see that Ker(Q)
contains all continuous Fq -linear functions of order n. If Ker(Q) contains
a continuous Fq -linear function of arbitrary high order, then 1/Ker(Q)
and there is nothing to prove. Hence we may assume that Ker(Q) consists
of all continuous Fq -linear functions of order <m. Take a continuous
Fq -linear function f of order nm. We claim that ord(Q f )=n&m. Since
ord(2n&m+1f )=m&1 we get Q2n&m+1f =0, hence 2n&m+1Q f =0. It
follows then from Lemma 1 that ord(Q f )n&m. Suppose that
ord(Q f ) :=r<n&m. Then 2r+1(Q f )=0 implies that Q2r+1f =0 and
ord(2r+1f )=n&r&1>m&1, which contradicts the assumption on
Ker(Q). K
From the proof of Lemma 3 the following is obtained.
Corollary 1. If Ker(Q) contains H (n&1), then Q lowers the order of
every continuous Fq -linear function of order at least n.
We are now ready to prove the sufficiency of Theorem A. Let Q be a
continuous linear endomorphism of E commuting with 2. We will con-
struct a bounded sequence (hn) for which the equation (3) holds. Let I
denote the identity operator on E. Look at QH (0), which is a continuous
Fq -linear function of order at most 0. Hence define h0 so that QH (0)(x)=
h0 x. Then it is easy to see that Ker(Q&h0 I ) contains H (0) and by
Corollary 1 we know that (Q&h0I ) lowers the order of every continuous
Fq -linear function of order at least 1. So (Q&h0I ) H (1) is a function of
order at most 0. Now h1 is also defined so that (Q&h0I ) H (1)(x)=h1x.
Then it follows from this that H (1) is contained in Ker(Q&h0I&h1 2).
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We continue the process to define h0 , h1 , ..., hn&1 in such a way that
Q&n&1i=0 hi 2
i kills H (n&1). Again from the proof of Lemma 3 we see
that (Q&n&1i=0 hi 2
i) H (n) is a function of order at most 0, so define hn
so that
\Q& :
n&1
i=0
h i 2i+ H (n)(x)=hn x.
Note that we rewrite (Q&n&1i=0 hi 2
i) H (n)=QH (n)&n&1i=0 h iH
(n&i). We
first show that hn is bounded. The ultra-metric inequality of the preceding
two equations gives |hn |max[&Q&, |h0 | , ..., |hn&1 |]. Then the induction
on n yields that |hn |&Q&. From the construction of the hn we conclude
that the endomorphism Q&i=0 hi 2
i kills 1. Since 1 is dense in
E=LC(O, K) the endomorphism turns out be the zero operator, so
Q=i=0 hi 2
i, completing the proof.
Remarks.
1. EndK (E; 2), the set of continuous linear endomorphisms Q of E
commuting with 2 forms a ring under addition and composition. In fact,
this ring is isomorphic to the ring of formal power series n=0 hn 2
n with
bounded coefficients in K. Moreover, the set EndK (E; 2) is a K-Banach
space, equipped with the norm &Q& :=max[&Q f &: & f &1] for Q # EndK
(E; 2).
Warning: do not confuse the norm of continuous Fq -linear functions in
E with that of linear endomorphisms in EndK (E; 2).
2. By checking that the sequence lies in O it is easily shown that {:
are continuous linear endomorphisms of E, as compared with Proposition 1.
3. For any endomorphism Q # EndK (E; 2) we have a unique
expansion, Q=n=0 hn 2
n, which we call the 2-expansion of an
endomorphism Q.
For later use we establish here that the norm of Q in EndK (E; 2) is given
by the coefficients of its 2-expansion.
Proposition 2. 1. Every Q # EndK (E; 2) has a unique 2-expansion,
that is
Q= :

n=0
(QH (n))(1) 2n.
2. The norm of Q is given by the formula: &Q&=max[ |(QH (n))(1)|].
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Proof. The first assertion follows at once from Theorem A. For
the second, we get &Q& :=max[&Q f &: & f &1]=max[&n=0 hn 2
nf & :
& f &1]max[ |hn |& f &: & f &1]max[ |hn |], where the first inequality
follows from [J]. The other inequality comes from the proof of Theorem A. K
Since we can check easily that 2 commutes with 2(n), n0, Proposition 2
gives that the Carlitz difference operators 2(n) given by (1) have a unique
2-expansion in the following.
Proposition 3. For any n1, 2(n)=nr=1 An, r2
r, where An, 1=
(&1)n&1 Ln&1 and for r>1,
An, r=(&1)n+r Ln&1 :
0<i1 } } } <ir&1<n
1
[i1][i2] } } } [ir&1]
.
Proof. From the 2-expansion of 2(n)=r=0 hr 2
r, we calculate hr=
2(n)H (r)(1) using the identity Voloch obtained in [V]; 2(n)H (r)(x)=r&1i=0
An, r&iH (i)(x). Substitution 1 for x gives hr=An, r as desired. K
Corollary 2. For any n1, &2(n)&=1.
Proof. It follows from Propositions 2 and 3 and |An, r ||An, n |=1, for
each n1. K
Corollary 3. For any : # O, &{:&=1.
Proof. We see that {:=r=0 H
(r)(:) 2r. So we get &{: &=maxr0
[ |H (r)(:)|]=1. K
4. EXPANSION OF CONTINUOUS LINEAR ENDOMORPHISMS
Proposition 3 and Corollary 2 give more evidence that every
endomorphism Q # EndK (E; 2) may have a unique expansion with respect
to the Carlitz difference operators, 2(n). So the goal of this section is to
show the following.
Theorem B 1. Every endomorphism Q # EndK (E; 2) has a unique
2(n)-expansion, that is,
Q= :

n=0
(Q fn)(1) 2(n),
where fn are a well-known CarlitzWagner basis for E.
2. The norm of Q is given by the formula: &Q&=max[ |(Q fn)(1)|].
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Proof. We already know from Proposition 2 that every endomorphism
Q in EndK (E; 2) is expanded uniquely as Q=n=0 (QH
(n))(1) 2n. By
Proposition 3 we see that the Carlitz difference operators can be expanded
as a finite sum by 2(n)=nr=0 An, r2
r for n0, where we set A0, 0=1 and
An, 0=0 for n1. Since (An, r) is a lower triangular matrix whose diagonal
entries are 1, we can solve out 2n ’s in terms of [2(r) : 0rn] : 2n=
nr=0 Bn, r 2
(r). Now for any Q # EndK (E; 2), Q=n=0 hn 2
n with [hn]
bounded, we try to substitute 2n in this expansion and get Q=j=0
(n j hn Bn, j) 2( j). But in order to make the substitution work, we have to
make sure limn   Bn, j=0 for any fixed j. To prove this, we need to notice
that
(1) |An, r |<1 for r<n;
(2) limn&r   An, r=0.
We denote An=(Ai, j)0i, jn where Ai, j=0 for i< j. Let A n=An&I,
where I is the identity matrix. Then by the properties of the elements Ai, j ,
T&1A n has entries in O, and A n+1n =0, so the inverse matrix of An , which
we denote by Bn=(Bi, j)0i, jn , is
Bn=I+ :
n
i=1
(&1) i A in .
Now it is not difficult to prove limn   Bn, j=0 for a fixed j by looking at
the entry elements in the above matrix equation and properties (1) and (2).
Thus we see that any Q # EndK (E; 2) is expanded with respect to the
Carlitz difference operators 2(n). To obtain the explicit expansion of any
Q # EndK (E; 2) we let Q=n=0 bn2
(n) be an expansion of Q. Then using
the formula (Lemma 3.1.5 [G2]) and applying Q to the Carlitz Fq -linear
polynomials fn we can get
Q fn(x)= :

i=0
bi 2(i)( fn(x))= :

i=0
bi ( fn&i (x))q
i
.
Substitution 1 for x in the preceding equation gives the desired coefficient
for each n:
bn=(Q fn)(1).
The uniqueness of expansion of any Q # EndK (E; 2) follows at once from
Part 2.
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For Part 2, let Q=n0 bn 2(n) with [bn] a bounded sequence in K be
an element of EndK (E; 2). For any f # E=LC(O, K) be such that & f &1,
then
Q f = :
n0
bn (2(n)f ),
therefore we can see that &Q f &max[ |bn |], since &2(n)f &&2(n)& }
& f &1 by Corollary 2, so &Q&max[ |bn |]. And for each n0, |bn |=
|(Q fn)(1)|&Q fn&&Q& } & fn&&Q&. Thus we get Part 2.
Here we also give an alternate proof of Part 2 by showing that [2(n)]n0
is orthogonal in EndK (E; 2). By the criterion of orthogonality (Proposition 50.
4 [S]) we need to check that for any positive integer n, and *0 , *1 , ..., *n
in K, &ni=0 *i 2
(i)&=max0in[ |* i |], as &2(i)&=1. By the ultra-metric
inequality, it is enough to show that &ni=0 *i 2(i)&max0in[ |* i |]. We
proceed with induction on n, as shown in [J]. For i=1 and given *0 , *1 ,
we calculate the norm of the operator in the following,
&*02(0)+*12(1)& :=max[&(*0 2(0)+*12(1))( f )&, & f &1]
&(*0 2(0)+*12(1))(H (1))&
=&*0H (1)+*1H (0)&
=[ |*0 |, |*1 |],
because the H (n) are orthogonal in E.
Generally, assume that the aforementioned inequality holds for n.
Suppose that |*n+1 |<|*i | for some 0in. Then we have
max
0in+1
[ |*i |]= max
0in
[ |*i |]
&*02(0)+*12(1)+ } } } +*n2(n)&
=&*02(0)+*12(1)+ } } } +*n+1 2(n+1)&*n+12(n+1)&
max[&*02(0)+*1 2(1)+ } } } +*n+12(n+1)&, |*n+1 |]
&*02(0)+*12(1)+ } } } +*n2(n)+*n+12(n+1)&,
where we used induction hypothesis in the first inequality. Suppose now
that |*n+1 ||* i | for all 0in. Then using Voloch’s identity [V] we
calculate
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&*0 2(0)+ } } } +*n+12(n+1)&
&(*0 2(0)+*12(1)+ } } } +*n+1 2(n+1))(H (n+2))&
="*0H (n+2)+*1 H (n+1)+ } } } +*n+1 :
n+1
i=1
An+1, i H (n+2&i)"
&*n+1An+1, n+1 H (1)&=|*n+1 |= max
0in+1
[ |*i |],
where we also employed the orthogonality of [H (n)] in the second
inequality. K
5. SOLUTION OF DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
Recall K=Fq((T )) is the field of formal power series over a finite field
Fq of q elements with a valuation ring O=Fq[[T]]. E=LC(O, K) is the
K-Banach space of continuous Fq -linear functions from O to K. Let 0 be
the algebraic closure of K with the extended absolute value of K.
What we want to deal with in this section is difference equations over K
given by any polynomials in 2. Let P(X ) be a non-constant polynomial in
K[X ], r(P) the cardinality of roots of P in the set [a # 0 : |a|<1] with
multiplicities counted. Then r(P) is rather easy to calculate for a special
form of polynomials. For example, consider the polynomial given by
P(x)=nr=1 An, rx
r # K[X ], where An, r are defined in Proposition 3. Since
|An, r |<|An, r+1 | for 1rn&1 it follows from [R] (p. 193) that r(P)=n.
The difference equation is now an equation of the form
P(2)( f )= g.
For a fixed g # E, we are interested in describing the solution space,
[ f # E : P(2)( f )= g]. Following van der Put’s arguments [vP] in the
case of p-adic integers, we can describe the solution space of difference
equations over K in terms of r(P). To do so we introduce some notations
and facts which we need to prove Theorem C. Let co be the set of
null sequences b :=(b0 , b1 , ...), in K, i.e., a sequence b for which
limn   |bn |=0. It is well-known that it is a K-Banach space with the
norm &b&=max[ |bi |]. Define the shift operator S on co given by
S(b0 , b1 , ...) :=(b1 , b2 , ...).
Clearly we see that S is in EndK (co).
The following theorem is known in functional analysis.
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Theorem 3. Let S, co be the same as before, P # K[X ] be any non-
constant polynomial. Then for any b # co the set [x # co : P(S) x=b] is an
r(P)-dimensional linear manifold.
Proof. See Theorem 5.30 in [R]. K
Van der Put [vP] employed Mahler’s expansion [M] of continuous
functions on p-adic integers to study the solution space of difference
equations. Following his arguments we use the Hasse basis of E to estab-
lish the function field analog of difference equations in the following.
Theorem C. For any g # E and every non-constant polynomial P # K[X ],
[ f # E : P(2)( f )= g] is an r(P)-dimensional linear manifold.
Proof. For n=0, 1, 2, ... and x # O. Consider a map T: co  LC(O, K)
given by
T(b0 , b1 , ...) := :

n=0
bnH (n).
It follows from [Sn] that this map is well-defined. We can easily see that
it is a surjective linear isometry. Note that 2=TST &1. Now the result
follows from Theorem 3. K
From this we can explicitly obtain the dimensions of the kernels of
Carlitz difference operators 2(n) and their basis.
Corollary 4. The dimension of the kernel of 2(n), n0 is exactly n.
Hence the basis of the kernel is given by [x, xq, ..., xqn&1].
Proof. Consider P(x)=nr=1 An, rx
r # K[X ] of r(P)=n. From
Proposition 3 we know that P(2)=2(n). For this polynomial, the dimen-
sion of the solution space, [ f # L(O, K) : P(2)( f )=0] is exactly n. But we
see from Proposition 3.3.4 in [G2] that 2(n) kills all Fq -linear polynomials
spanned by [x, xq, ..., xqn&1], which is obviously linearly independent
over K. K
6. APPLICATION
In this section we will use Theorem A to prove the expansion of
continuous Fq -linear functions with respect to a sequence of continuous
Fq -linear functions of order n0. Thus we generalize Theorem 2.
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Theorem D. If Q is a linear endomorphism of LC(O, K) such that
h0=0, |h1 |=1, |hn |1 for n2, then
(1) there exists a sequence of continuous Fq-linear functions qn(x)
such that Qqn=qn&1 , ord(qn)=n for all n1 and q0(x)=x.
(2) If we have additional conditions: qn(1)=0 for all n1, then qn(x)
are uniquely determined. In this case, every continuous Fq -linear function
f : O  K can be written as a uniformly convergent expansion of the form:
f (x)= :

n=0
(Qnf )(1) qn(x), & f &=max
n0
[ |(Qnf )(1)|].
Example. If we take Q=2=2(1), then we see easily that h1=1, hn=0,
for n{1. Also the Hasse derivations qn(x)=H (n)(x), n0 satisfy the
conditions and by Theorem 2 we obtain the unique expansion for every
continuous Fq -linear function f with respect to H (n):
f (x)= :

n=0
(2nf )(1) H (n)(x).
From remarks to Theorem A we see that EndK (E; 2) is isomorphic to
the formal power series n=0 hn 2
n with bounded coefficients in K. So for
simplicity we will treat endomorphisms in EndK (E; 2) as formal series in
what follows. Here we follows the lines of van Hamme [H] for proof. The
difference from his proof is that the order of continuous Fq-linear functions
here replaces the degree of polynomials there.
Proof. Let Q=n=1 hn 2
n be the given endomorphism. Then of course
it is a continuous linear endomorphism of E, as hn is bounded. Let us
define two new endomorphisms A and B as follows. Consider the formal
power series n=0 an t
n so that
:

n=0
an tn } :

n=1
hn tn=h1 t. (4)
We also form another formal power series n=0 bn t
n so that
:

n=0
bn tn=1&
ta$(t)
a(t)
,
where a(t)=n=0 an t
n and a$(t) is the formal derivative of a(t). The
endomorphisms of E are now defined by A :=n=0 an2
n, B :=n=0 bn 2
n.
Note that the conditions |h1 |=1 and |hn |1, n2 implies that |an |1
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and |bn |1. We see easily that a0=b0=1. Now define qn(x) :=
h&n1 BA
nH (n)(x), n1. From the equation (4) we write Q=h1 2A&1 and
hence (Qqn)(x)=h&(n&1)1 2BA
n&1H (n)(x)=h &(n&1)1 BA
n&1H (n&1)(x)=
qn&1(x). It is here easy to see that ord(qn)=n as the 2-expansion of BAn
starts with a 1.
For Part (2), suppose that the sequence qn(x) satisfy the additional
conditions; qn(1)=0 for n1. Let f be a continuous Fq -linear function of
order n. Then we write f (x)=ni=0 ci qi (x) as the q i are a basis for the
space 1=SpanK[H (n)]. Since Qqi=q i&1 we get Qrf =ni=r ciqi&r(x).
From this we can retrieve cr=Qrf (1) as q i (1)=0 for i1. Hence we write
f (x)= :
n
i=0
Q if (1) q i (x). (5)
If (rn(x)) is another such a sequence, then by the same argument above, we
have
rn(x)= :
n
i=0
Q irn(1) q i (x).
We see that rn=qn follows from the assumptions and Qnrn(1)=1.
Let BAn=1+i=0 di 2
i be the 2-expansion. Then we rewrite
qn(x)=h &n1 \H (n)(x)+ :
n
i=0
di H (n&i)(x)+ . (6)
Note that the inequalities |an |1 and |bn |1 show that |dn |1. By
taking the ultra-metric inequality of (6) we get |qn(x)|1. Consider the
endomorphism Ex :=n=0 qn(x) Q
n. It is easy to see that Ex is a
continuous linear endomorphism of LC(O, K). Let f be a continuous
Fq -linear function of order n, if we let Ex act on the function f ( y) we have
(Ex f )( y)=ni=0 qi (x)(Q
if )( y). If we put p( y) :=f (xy), then we see
p( y)={x f ( y), and from the equation (5) write
p( y)= :
n
i=0
(Qip)(1) qi ( y)= :
n
i=0
(Qif )(x) qi ( y)=(Ex f )( y).
This equation implies that the endomorphism Ex and the left-translation
operator {x coincide on 1. Since both endomorphisms are continuous on
LC(O, K) and 1 is dense in LC(O, K), they must be equal on the whole
space, i.e.,
{x= :

n=0
qn(x) Qn.
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If the preceding expansion acts on any continuous Fq -linear function f ( y),
then we get
f (xy)= :

n=0
qn(x)(Qnf )( y). (7)
Substitution for y=1 leads to the expansion we are trying to show:
f (x)= :

n=0
(Qnf )(1) qn(x).
Let us now show that & f &=maxn0[ |(Qnf )(1)|]. From the expansion we
got, | f (x)|=|n=0 (Q
nf )(1) qn(x)|maxn0[ |(Qnf )(1)|] since |qn(x)|1.
Thus & f &maxn0[ |(Qnf )(1)|]. On the other hand, from the 2-expansion
of Q we obtain
|(Qf )(x)|= } :

n=1
hn(2nf )(x)}maxn0 [ |hn | } |(2nf )(x)|]& f &,
since |hn |1 and |2nf (x)|& f &. Hence &Qf && f & and &Qnf && f &. So
|(Qnf )(1)|&Qnf & and the other inequality follows easily.
It remains to show that the series in the equation (7) converges
uniformly. It follows from the inequality |Qnf ( y)|&2nf & since we know
that limn   &2nf &=0 (uniformly). To see this inequality we write Qn=
R2n where the 2-expansion of R is given by R=i=0 :i 2
i with :i in O.
Hence we see |(Rf )(x)|& f & and &(Rf )&& f &. Finally we get |(Qnf )( y)|
&Qnf &=&R2nf &&2nf &, completing the proof of Theorem D. K
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